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New eco-friendly roofing
system in market
by RuthMoisa Alleyne

MANAGING Director
of Duratile Inc, Mr.
Stuart Maloney has
reaffirmed his company’s commitment to
environmental protection as well as to providing
affordable
building solutions to
the Barbadian public.
Recently, several members from the construction
and architectural community had an opportunity to
interact with Maloney on
the features of the new
Duratile roofing system.
The roofing system was
also featured alongside
the MESA retaining wall
system and the Polished
and Pigmented Floor system, new products manu-

factured affiliate company
Creative Paving Solutions,
managed also by Mr.
Maloney.
The Duratile roofing
system, which comes is a
wide array of earth tone
colours and shades of
blues, is based on the familiar Duraplast roofing
system. With persons
more familiar with the latter product, concerns were
raised regarding colour
fading and durability.
Maloney pointed out that
Duratile Inc had continued to use the tried and
tested manufacturing concepts of Duraplast, while
developing on certain
areas to make it better.
Among the areas of improvements which he
highlighted were the total

use of stainless steel fasteners and stabilisers
within the product to improve colour retention and
prevent drying out of the
product. Another feature
in the manufacturing
process which, according
to Maloney, added to an
improved finished product, was the cleaning of
the bottles. “ We’ve installed new machines
which put the [shredded]
PET bottles through
cleansers.. We’ve found
that this gives a significant improvement to the
finishing product. It eliminates foreign materials
such as metals, caps and
other varying forms of
plastic... as well as impurities”.

Mr. Stuart Maloney, Managing Director of Duratile explaining the how the tiles are
processed.
Plastic expansion

The Duratile Inc boss also
said that the company was

not stopping at roofing
manufacturing, but that
they were going to be pursuing the production of
plastic lumber and any
other solution which was
in need by the industry. To
this end he said that the
company was eagerly
looking to work with
stakeholders to provide innovative solutions.
He argued that that was
also important in order to
keep foreign exchange
within the island, adding
that instead of having to
bring in profiles for PVC
windows, these could be
manufactured locally.
Maloney went on to
state that Duratile Inc
had kept some of the former Duraplast employees,
and now had 20 employees currently operation on
two 10 hour shifts.
He said that he though
he could not boast yet of
recapturing the market

held by Duraplast consumers, he was eagerly
pursuing it and felt confident in its success. “[our
product is more expensive
that galvanise and asphalt shingles but cheaper
that traditional tile roofing systems... and you
don’t need the big roof
framing to accommodate
it so you will reap savings
on the roofing structure”,
he said, responding to
queries on the affordability of the product.
“The nice thing about
Duratile is that it is helping the environment, with
pet bottles, we know that
this is a harm to the environment as it does not decompose. By us taking the
bottles and turning them
into a roofing system. It is
eco- friendly, helping to
support environment... it
makes it better for our
children in times to come”,
Maloney added. (RA)

could be facilitated.
Noting that successive
governments have ensured the continuation of
highly recognised tertiary
level institutions and universal access from primary to tertiary, she explained that this was no
longer enough. “How do
we make the linkage between [the above mentioned and] where we
want our productive sectors to go... where we want
our export expansion to
take us, how we want our
economic transformation

to take place? Those linkages have to be made in a
very strategic way”, she
pointed out. “When I talk
about labour market upgrading, I refer to looking
at where the global economy is going and using
that information to identify new, emerging trends
and services requirement..
what are the prospects for
Barbados to identify new
and competitive advantages in sectors where we
don’t yet have an advantage... but a potential or
possibility,” she added.

BCSI hoping for a chance to engage government
on the future of the sector
Members from the construction industry touring the new plant for the Duratile roofing system.
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THE Executive Director of
the Barbados Coalition of
Service Industries (BCSI)
Lisa Cummins says that
though the Association did
not expect major concessions for the sector, it had
hoped for – and continues
to hope – for an opportunity
to
engage
Government on the development of a new services
model which maps out the
sector’s projects for the
next ten to 15 years.
Speaking at a press con-

ference one day following
Minister of Finance,
Christopher Sinckler’s
Budgetary proposals in
the House of Assembly,
Cummins said that to this
end, a proposal had already been submitted to
Government that it hoped
could “form the basis of a
constructive discussion on
how the services sector
needs to be supported in
order to drive other sectors in the wider economy”.
Cummins went on to
state that though it was

evident that given the recessionary climate, the fiscal space operate would be
very narrow, and urged
that in the time of holding
strain, the country would
reorganise its sectors to
emerge “bigger, better and
more competitve” when
the economy picks up.
“Specific measures are
required and a lot of those
measures are developmental, requiring structural reorganisation... in
terms of services, this sector is so vast, that very
often, cross-cutting link-

ages are not being made...
it decreases the efficiency
of some of those interventions [undertaken]. Unless
we start to have the very
macro approach to where
we want our services approach to be the next five
to 15 years, we’re going to
be shooting tots in
mud...!”, she argued.
One
area
which
Cummins has called for on
previous occasions, was
the upgrading of the country’s labour services to the
stage where higher end
products and services

